Novel heuristic search for ventricular arrhythmia detection using normalized cut clustering.
Processing of the long-term ECG Holter recordings for accurate arrhythmia detection is a problem that has been addressed in several approaches. However, there is not an outright method for heartbeat classification able to handle problems such as the large amount of data and highly unbalanced classes. This work introduces a heuristic-search-based clustering to discriminate among ventricular cardiac arrhythmias in Holter recordings. The proposed method is posed under the normalized cut criterion, which iteratively seeks for the nodes to be grouped into the same cluster. Searching procedure is carried out in accordance to the introduced maximum similarity value. Since our approach is unsupervised, a procedure for setting the initial algorithm parameters is proposed by fixing the initial nodes using a kernel density estimator. Results are obtained from MIT/BIH arrhythmia database providing heartbeat labelling. As a result, proposed heuristic-search-based clustering shows an adequate performance, even in the presence of strong unbalanced classes.